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Research Report

Predicting and Determining the Spatter of Blood at Crime Scenes

The topic being researched is the use of geometry and physics in determining blood

spatter at crime scenes. This topic was chosen because it intrigues and  interests the researcher

and pertains to a career the researcher admires. The impact of this research is that it will instill a

greater understanding of crime scenes and blood spatter as well as provide a real-world

application for geometry and physics that can be utilized in a variety of situations. The question

that will be answered is how geometry and physics can be used to predict and determine the path

of blood spatter at crime scenes. The key concepts and terms, history of research, and real-world

application validate the science of researching blood spatter at crime scenes.

There are several key concepts and terms associated with determining blood spatter

patterns and origins, and they are blood spatter, geometry, and physics. The concept of blood

spatter is “A technique that seeks to piece together the events that caused bleeding,” (“Blood

Spatter”, 2021). Key vocabulary for this project includes point of origin, linear trajectory, and

point of impact. The definition of point of origin is “the estimation of where the victim and

suspect were in relation to each other when bloodshed occurred,” (“Bloodstain Pattern Analysis,

2013). All of these are connected to the research because the research shows their correlation and

connection in determining blood spatter through geometry and physics.
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Blood spatter and its connection to geometry and physics has been researched in the past

by Fred Gittes and Christopher Varney. In 2011, Gittes and Varney tested a series of

projectile-motion equations on various simulated blood stains and discovered that said equations

could be used to create a plot of valid heights and angles for the point of impact. This research

provides a more accurate linear trajectory when determining points of impact. University student

Nick Laan later built upon Gittes and Varney’s findings to determine that fluid quantities of

blood could be used to determine the approximate height of a gunshot wound (Perkowitz, 2019).

Another possible application is the use of the direction and the angle of the spatter. These

variables are used by modern analysts to establish the areas of convergence and the origins of

blood spatter (“Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, 2013).

This research project, determining blood spatter through geometry and physics, has

real-world application in forensics and crime scene analysis. The project will help analysts and

detectives to determine points of impact, points of origin, and angles of impact in investigations.

The research results can be used on crime scenes as well as in labs to calculate the trajectory of

blood and locate the perpetrators of crimes. The reason for this is that geometric equations and

calculations as well as basic laws of physics govern, and therefore can be used to predict, blood

spatter. This application could result in faster solvings of murders and other felonies.

Research of the use of geometry and physics in determining blood spatter is confirmed

through key words and concepts, history of research, and application in real world situations.

Terms associated with this research are blood spatter, geometry, physics, point of origin, linear

trajectory, and point of impact. Past research resulted in the confirmation of the vital role
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geometry and physics play in determining blood spatter. This project will influence the science

of forensics and crime scene analysis by creating valid evidence for the prediction of blood

spatter.
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Glossary

Blood Spatter - A technique that seeks to piece together the events that caused bleeding.

Geometry - The branch of mathematics that deals with the deduction of the properties,

measurement, and relationships of points, lines, angles, and figures in space from their defining

conditions by means of certain assumed properties of space.

Linear Trajectory - A linear progression in which something changes or progresses in a straight

line.

Physics - The science that deals with matter, energy, motion, and force.

Point of Impact - The point where force encounters a source of blood.

Point of Origin - The common point (area) in a three dimensional space to which the trajectories

of several blood drops can be retraced.


